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Abstract. Mashup is a new web 2.0 technology for data aggregation
applications, combining data from different sources to create valuable
information. The uses of mashups are often more data related than process
related. In this paper, we explore the differences between data-oriented
mashups and process-oriented enterprise mashups and consider how process
mashups can be used for virtual enterprise collaboration. We highlight the
modeling of end users' process mashup applications from both a control flow
and a data flow perspective. Based on our analyses, a lightweight process
modeling approach is proposed for process enterprise mashup applications. Our
approach, illustrated by reference to an example personal collaborative activity,
will support collaboration among users with different levels of modeling skills
and expertise in a virtual enterprise environment.
Keywords: Lightweight business process modeling, Business process
modeling, Virtual enterprise process collaboration, Process-oriented mashups,
Web 2.0

1 Introduction
The internet lies at the core of a connected world, acting as a conduit for the exchange
of information, allowing tasks to be processed collaboratively, and enabling the
formation of communities amongst users with similar interests. An Internet
interconnected world has increased both business and personal efficiency and
performance. On-line mashups have the capability to combine data with (possibly
external) functionality to create and produce useful outputs. The term “mashup”
implies easy, fast integration, usually made possible by access to open APIs and data
sources to produce results that the data owners did not originally envisage.
As the business environment changes rapidly the ability set up a collaborative
business process in a virtual enterprise is desirable. Collaborative business processes
are increasingly driven by business agility, adaptability, and flexibility, particularly in
a virtual enterprise environment. There is increased pressure to build enterprise
applications quickly in order to respond to situational needs of the business.
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Service-orientation allows a way of thinking of business process management in
terms of computational infrastructures, services, service-based development and
outcomes of those services [1]. Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a significant
computing paradigm and is being embraced by organizations worldwide as the key to
business agility. Web 2.0 technologies such as AJAX enable efficient user
interactions for successful service discovery, selection, adaptation, invocation and
service construction. SOA and Web 2.0 technologies also balance automatic
integration of services and human interactions, separating content from presentation
in the delivery of the service. Another Web technology, such as Web services,
implements functionality using pre-designed building blocks. Integrating SOA, Web
2.0 technologies and Web services into a service-oriented application connects
business processes in a horizontal fashion.
We propose a process-oriented enterprise mashup [2], [3], and [4], which allows a
user to specify their needs, find related web resources, and eventually execute the
resulting process for rapidly building collaborative business process in a virtual
enterprise. The first step is to allow business users who have no professional
modeling skills to model business processes. Thus, lightweight process modeling for
process-oriented mashups aims to be a step towards the enablement of business
process modeling to an end user group in a virtual enterprise. The finished business
process models provide the basis for process automation.
1.1 Related work
Well established business process modeling languages like Petri net, Event Process
Chains (EPC), Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), or Business Process
Execution Language (BPEL) require major training efforts and thus are only accepted
by certain groups of people. Our work aims to enable the end-user and introduces an
intuitive and guided way to model business processes. One facet which this work
addresses is the context awareness aspect of business process models to achieve
reusability and consistency. Due to page limitation, we are not going details such as
how to implement context-awareness modeling principle.
Papers [5] and [6] propose a new modeling approach based on proclets,
performatives and channels. A proclet represents only one aspect or one element of a
whole business process using Petri net style notations. Our lightweight process
language can also be used to describe a proclets or used as a requirements acquisition
tool to describe a part of a whole process.
Our previous work [2], [3], and [4], has identified key issues in the implementation
and use of a lightweight business process modeling environment. One of the key
issues is in supporting end-user process modeling. Papers [7] and [8] discuss
lightweight business process modeling issues only from a control flow perspective. In
this paper, we examine the capabilities that need to be added to data-oriented mashups
to enable the implementation of process-oriented enterprise mashups. We first
identify the modeling requirements of lightweight process applications in Section 2
and introduce the modeling principles for process-oriented mashup applications in
Section 3. This is followed by discussion of details of process modeling related with
both a control flow and a data-flow perspectives in Section 4 and Section 5
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respectively. A personal collaborative activity is used to demonstrate our modeling
method in Section 6.

2 Lightweight Business Process Modeling Requirements
Lightweight process modeling is a combination of techniques that seek to lower the
barrier to entry for users who need to apply some process modeling to their current
task. The approach involves fostering a participative style of modeling and providing
a forum for community of experts. However to enable a user to participate in
lightweight process modeling and execute the process models there are a number of
technical requirements.
The fist requirement is to provide executable process models. A process-oriented
enterprise mashup should allow a user to specify and automate business tasks and
activities. Hence, the lightweight business process modeling language must be
executable. The modeling language needs to provide logic information which is
associated with precise semantics that can be used to automatically validate and
simulate business processes.
The second requirement is providing easy access to the modeling environment for
end users and to ensure business users buy-in there needs to be a focus on usability.
This comprises both simplicity of the approach and a low foot-print for the solution
(“zero install”). Ideally, users can model processes using simplified notations in a
Web 2.0 environment and draw up on modeling best practices.
Actively participation is the third requirement for supporting lightweight process
modeling. Combine both structured and unstructured information and publish them as
a single point of reference to the organization, such as blogs or wiki. A process wiki
allows the community to participate in discussions, and to provide comments or
ratings in relation to process proposals. Process documents can be generated for
offline reading and dissemination.
The process editor should provide an intuitive user interface. Furthermore, it needs
to ensure the user is given advanced guidance during the modeling activities. Errors,
misspelling and inconsistencies should be avoided from the beginning.

3 Lightweight Business Process Modeling Principles
Following the summary of the requirements for lightweight business process
modeling, it is possible to detail our four modeling principles for process-oriented
enterprise mashups. The first principle is to minimize the need to design from scratch.
For many end users, it is difficult to start to create a model from scratch and it is
easier to design a process model based on an existing example. Learning by examples
style is common in a community environment where pre-design, highly reusable
process models and templates can be selected. These existing models can also serve
as a learning model or a base for end users to create a new process model.
The second principle relates to context awareness. The names of activities and
tasks involved in a process model should be unified. The context-driver principle
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allows identification, storage, and representation of a business process artifact only
once. A business process is instantiated depending on specific context categories (e.g.,
business process, industry, country, business role, etc.).
The third principle involves the concept of reusability. We adopt eight control flow
patterns from workflow patterns. Details can be found in Section 4. Process patterns,
process templates, process fragments, reference models, best-practice models, and
further example models are provided in association with the process modeling
language; these are all reusable.
Finally, the fourth principle is the community. A web-based community
environment provides recommendations, ranking, accompanied by commenting on
process models and templates. These process templates will initially be related to
usage in the early stages of development, but we expect them to be both significantly
improved and expanded within the community environment.
In the following sections, we focus on control-flow and data-flow design for
lightweight process modeling.

4 Control Flow Modeling for Process-oriented Mashups
In order to simplify business process modeling, models must be highly reusable,
giving process flexibility and minimizing designs made from scratch. There is wide
agreement that patterns can both accelerate the process of designing a solution and
reduce modeling time [9]. Patterns enable participants of a community to
communicate more effectively, with greater conciseness and less ambiguity [10], [11].
A pattern is an abstraction from a concrete form which keeps recurring in specific
non-arbitrary contexts [12]. The use of patterns is a proven practice in the context of
programming, as shown by the impact made by the design patterns of Gamma et al.
[13] as well as various other patterns.
We have adopted eight symbols from BPMN. Because BPMN has been well
accepted by business users [14] and our research is focused on the design of an
executable process modeling language not on the design of notations. This minimum
number of notation means a user will have minimized learning efforts. Research
shows that the average subset of BPMN used in process models consists of just nine
different symbols [14]. Notation pool and lanes are dropped because they are used for
expressing process collaborations. In the lightweight process modeling process
collaboration can be expressed from an individual business partner perspective and an
integrated view will be generated by the process editor. We have further adapted the
notation for multiple instance business processes. The symbols adopted are presented
in Fig. 1 Adopted Symbols from BPMN

Fig. 1 Adopted Symbols from BPMN
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We have also used the eight most frequently used workflow patterns (see Fig. 2)
from [15] as our process patterns. The patterns can be captured within most common
business process models and have a well-defined formal foundation.

Fig. 2. Basic Process Patterns

These workflow patterns from [15] are however too fine-grained and have
insufficiently information on the context and results to represent a reusable solution.
Therefore, we introduce process templates that are different combinations of process
patterns. The processes represented by a process template are sound. Certain process
templates can be enriched with the information that they are valid for different
domains, i.e. business context.
Using patterns, the soundness of process models can be guaranteed in certain ways
[16]. The patterns can further be used to develop domain-specific process templates.
Following context-aware modeling principles, it is possible to adapt the best fitting
process artifacts during selections e.g., a user can fill in context information such as
particular industry, location, and process name; a specific process template will
appear to the users accordingly.

5 Data Flow Modeling for Process-oriented Mashups
Data flow patterns aim to capture the various ways in which data is represented and
utilized within processes. Russell et.al. present 40 data-related patterns for processaware information systems [17] which are divided into four distinct groups: data
visibility, data interaction, data transfer and data-based routing. Data visibility relates
to the extent and manner in which data elements can be viewed by the various
activities of a process. Data interaction focuses on the manner in which data is
communicated between active elements within a workflow. Data transfer considers
the means by which the actual transfer of data elements occurs between activities or
sub-processes and describes the various mechanisms by which data elements can be
passed across the interface of an activity or sub-process. Data-based routing
characterizes the manner in which data elements can influence the operation of other
aspects of the workflow, particularly from a control flow perspective.
See [18] for a discussion on data integration related issues of the current mashup
tools. Data flow operators to be performed on either the structure of the data, or on the
data itself. Data is generated and updated using different data refresh plans, such as
pull and push strategies. The pull strategy is based on frequent and repetitive requests
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from the client; there are two ways to handle pull interval. In a global strategy, this
will be set for the whole application. But in the local strategy, each data source is
given its own refresh interval. In the push strategy, the client does not send requests
but is required register with the server.
According to the definition of the data flow patterns in [17], the data operators and
data refresh strategies in data-oriented mashups only cover data transfer, data
interaction, and data routing. Data visibility is not covered by data-oriented mashups.
The most popular data operators in the current data-oriented mashups are ``Union'',
``Join'', ``Sort'' and ``Filter''. A comparison of IBM mashup tool, Yahoo Pipes,
Microsoft popfly and Google mashup editor is presented in [8].
From the business process application perspective, all data flow operators can be
implemented using data transfer web services. In a process-oriented enterprise
mashup, the data flow operators are not limited by the mashup providers. Collecting a
library of web services which can support different data operators is useful and
powerful for end users.
We have chosen 13 out of 40 dataflow patterns, i.e., three dataflow patterns for
data visibility, five patterns for data interaction, three patterns for data transfer
mechanisms, and two patterns for data-based routing. Multi-instance patterns are
selected, which BPEL does not support. These 13 dataflow patterns provide an
expressive power for the lightweight language. We do not expect that end users will
be able to understand them completely when they first start to complete a mashup.
However, we expect that they will be easily learned from existing process templates,
reference models, and other process fragments.

6 Model Personal Collaborative Activity
To illustrate our idea we have modeled a personal collaborative activity that is often
associated with social networks. A user named Lorraine uses data from three social
websites to build her personal preferences about music, recipes, and book collections,
as shown in Figure 3. Lorraine subscribes to RSS feeds from a popular music review
website. She is only interested in piano pieces from Mozart. If any information in the
feed is related Mozart’s music, two web services are used to find the cheapest MP3
version and CD version from the Web. Lorraine also collects oriental vegetarian
recipes from Debra's blog. Finally, she follows Tony's reading recommendation list
on Linked-In. The topics of all books recommended by Tony on business or personal
development will be selected. After receiving these book titles, Lorraine wants to read
the top three reviews and find the cheapest price for the paperbacks, as well as any ebook versions.
All information related with music, recipes and books will be aggregated in the
process. An alert email is sent to Lorraine every week. After Lorraine reads the
aggregated information, she can decide whether to order books, music or save the
results. She can also further trace the orders, etc.
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Fig. 3. Personal Collaborative Activity Scenario

7 Conclusions
Web-based technologies not only impact our communication patterns, but also
provide opportunities to bring information and knowledge to our daily activities.
Process composition in a process-oriented mashup provides an agile approach to
adapting to changing business environments for virtual enterprises. This paper has
presented the new concept of a process-oriented mashup. A lightweight process
modeling method is provided for modeling the needs of a process-oriented enterprise
mashup. The current version of the lightweight business process modeling language
has eight graphical symbols and eight control flow patterns. A range of executable
process templates are in used and development is continuing. Thirteen dataflow
patterns have been chosen to support the current needs of perimeter enterprise
applications. The primary evaluation of the lightweight process model method and
language can be found from [7], [8].
Finally, we would like to emphasize that process-oriented mashups will not
completely replace core business process management systems. Process-oriented
mashup applications address different needs and are built for just a handful of users,
applications that are used for only a few weeks or months, or situational applications
that address a small piece of functionality. Process-mashups can serve users with
different modeling skills for collaboration within a virtual enterprise environment.
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